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Editorial

One of the reasons we do not succeed in improving our
analgesic regimes is anchored in our conservatism, conservatism
related to the animal models we develop and use during the
process of drug research and development, and in the targets we
select. It will be clear to many specialists in the field, that if we
optimize new lead molecules, based on old established molecules
as gold standards, we will only succeed in improving marginally
the treatment principle. In the best case, we will create new metoo analgesics. The degree of efficacy of prescribed analgesics
and co-analgesics in neuropathic pain is all more or less in
the same ball-park, and only little differences exist, mainly in
side-effect profiles, drug-drug interactions and perhaps in the
selected target populations for the clinical development. But,
sadly enough, there are no major clinical relevant differences
in magnitude of efficacy between the various analgesics and
co-analgesics. More than 50% of all neuropathic pain patients
are not responsive to treatment, and this reflects in the high
Numbers Needed to Treat (NNT) for these analgesics.
This might start to change, if we learn to understand more
deeply the pathogenesis of neuropathic pain in the various
groups of patients. For instance, patients suffering from small
fiber neuropathic pain and patients suffering from trigeminal
neuralgia will have quite different pathogenetic networks,
centrally, peripherally and at the level of the dermal tissue
compartments. This needs to be reflected in the choices we make
for pharmacotherapy.

Three Actors Cross-Talking in the Epidermis

In the dermal tissue compartment, there are three cells which
interact and play a key role in analgesic and algesic mechanisms:
the nociceptors (small nerve fibers), the keratinocytes and
the immune-competent cells. These 3 cells are all capable of
producing pro-inflammatory compounds and anti-inflammatory
compounds and the cross-talk between the cells defines the
outcome of the excitatory patterns of the nociceptor. The latter
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is a driver for peripheral sensitization and ‘chronification’ of
pain. Keratinocytes for instance can produce both the algesic
molecules ATP and CGRP, which are released through the
activation of voltage-gated sodium channels (NaV) expressed
on these keratinocytes. The release of ATP by the keratinocytes
subsequently can activate purinergic receptors, which are
expressed on epidermal nerve endings, etc [1] (Figure 1).

Figure 1: The three actors cross-talking in the epidermis: the
nociceptors, keratinocytes and immune-competent cells.

These actors define the peripheral wind-up mechanism.
By applying peripherally acting topical analgesics, for instance
based on the broad acting sodium channel blocker phenytoin
as an active pharmaceutical ingredient (API), we can silence
the pathological excitatory output of the small nerve fibers. All
elements of this cross-talking triad possess sodium channels.
Peripheral sensitization is an integral part of neuropathic
pain, but it is not currently in the focus of attention as a new
base for selecting treatment. This goes hand in hand with low
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interest in the value of topical analgesics for the treatment of
peripheral localized neuropathic pain. Most topical formulations
foe neuropathic pains are compounded, with the exception
ofcapsaicin and lidocaine plasters. However, if we could target
the mechanisms related to peripheral sensitization before
‘chronification’, for instance after mammectomy, by applying
selected topical analgesic creams, we could avoid much suffering.
Therefore, it makes a lot of sense to focus a bit more on the
mechanisms behind peripheral sensitization. Toexplore the links
between the various pathomechanismsin different peripheral
localized neuropathic pain states, and to develop putative
inroads for therapy by applying different topical analgesics.
It seems that phenytoin as a broad acting sodium blocker can
inhibit over activity of small fibers and reduce pain in small fiber
neuropathic pain and diabetic neuropathic pain [2].

Simple peripheral pathological influences may have great
impact. Even anuncomplicated incision in the skin already
induces a multitude of mechanisms, up to methylation of DNA,
all contributing to the process of peripheral nerve sensitization,
one of the fundaments of the emergence of peripheral localized
neuropathic pain [3]. This is a reason to more often contemplate
the use of topical analgesics after wound pain, especially to avoid
winding-up phenomena and ‘chronification’ of pain. The fact that
topical phenytoin has local analgesic properties and supports
wound healing would further support the use of such compound
in topical formulations [4]. In the past we described the factors
leading to sensitization and its related up-regulation of targets
in terms of sodium and calcium channels, local receptors
and transmitters. Based on these simplistic mono-causal
pathogenetic links, research models in preclinical research
were selected and these models were used for many decades to
screen promising molecules for their putative analgesic effects
in neuropathic pain.
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This simple way of reasoning, based on the neurobiology
of the 20th century, seems meanwhile to be quite outdated. It
did not lead to fundamental improvements of our therapeutic
armamentarium of analgesic drugs from the last century. New
insights however are emerging, for instance based on epigenetic
mechanisms for neuropathic pain [5]. Hopefully new screening
models will also be developed so that we can identify new
inroads in the treatment of neuropathic pain, and not add all
kinds of me-too treatments to the current pharmacotherapeutic
armamentarium, based on the old ways. Dermal targeted
analgesic formulations also seem to be promising in the
treatment of localized peripheral neuropathic pain.
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